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Malmö, Suecia



Western Harbour - Malmoe, Sweden (Bo01)

Dense, diverse, 
human scale











juice



”Vacation feeling”









Like in a village in the countryside



Neighbourhood
is not just a place

It’s a state of mind



How chic…
How cute…..?!?
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Climate
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Health: Obesity/Heart Disease







Loneliness



Inequity







Congestion





Urbanisation??



City as a solution?





The city enables 
relationships





People to Place

People to People

People to Planet



planet

people place



Environmental sustainability

Social sustainability Economic sustaianbility



living outdoors more 

sharing the city 
more with others

living more locally



Some theory….





Cultures and climates are different…

































Public Health





Fresh Air

Exercise

Meet People







So how do we
make a city that’s
good for people?



Three big themes



Connecting
People to Place

by Living Locally



”15 minutes city”?



The value of 
urban patterns









The Value of Enclosure













1 minute, 3 minutes,
5 minutes, 15 minutes



























The Value of Layering



Stacking Layering







A range of uses





Example ground 
dwelling









+25%









The missing middle



Second big theme



People to People

Connecting people to 
other people

while getting about
and getting on



5 seconds, 30 seconds, 1 minute, 2 minutes,

”15 minute city”



Everyone has just 24 hours….



1 minute….3 minutes,



5 seconds, 10 seconds, 45 seconds

Mobility starts at your
apartment door….



Priority for pedestrians and bicyclists
Pavements and bicycle lanes 
taken across side streets



Copenhagen, Denmark



Copenhagen, Denmark



- for everyone

A transport system throughout the city























Eyelevel





TOD
transit-orientated
development

Connecting you 
to 
somewhere else….



neighborhood-orientated transit

Connecting you 
to 
where you are….



Third big theme



Connecting
People to Planet

by 
living with the weather





























Nano-climates









Climate Adaptation
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Putting it all together













softer!







































































think smaller… 





think lower





Connecting you 
to 
where you are….

think slower



Copenhagen, Denmark







think simpler 







think softer!

think smaller
think lower
think slower
think simpler



!Muchas
Gracias!

info@davidsim.eu



Density x Diversity =

Proximity



Wecandeliver densityin differentways

=



Wecandeliver densityin differentways






























